
SOCRadar is a cloud-based security platform so without any hassle by running a 
proof-of-value (POV) exercise, you can better-calculate tangible forecasts about 

monetary benefits.
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Why do you need a POV?

SOCRadar Platform gives you a powerful, 
streamlined web interface that allows you to see 
your digital footprint including IP addresses/
blocks, DNS records, Whois records, websites, 
social accounts, network products and web 
services. 

You can also export executive-level reports 
regarding various cyber risks from SSL 
certificates to fraudulent domains produced by 
the platform.

Take Advantage of Web GUI

Completing a POV provides immediate visibility, 
in addition to uncovering the long-term value of 
SOCRadar. 

As soon as you subscribe to SOCRadar 
Platform, you’ll be able to view your assets on 
the dashboard and start to get alerts that make 
you predict future threats and take necessary 
precautions.

Immediate Threat Visibility

POV offers full free trial version of 
SOCRadar’s 3 suites: 

ThreatFusion 
Cyber Threat Intelligence 

RiskPrime 
Digital Risk Protection 

AttackMapper 
Attack Surface Management 

We are ready to assist you through the 
POV process. 

It's highly recommended to test the 
platform in touch with our team to define 
and test success criteria specific to your 
security environment and needs. 

As you prepare for your SOCRadar POV, 
our team can help you select success 
criteria that fit your individual needs, and 
recommend use cases to validate the pre-
defined success criteria.



POV success statistics
In 14-day trial period, most of the SOCRadar subscribers started seeing the value.

97
Percentage of SOCRadar customers 

that have discovered unknown assets 
during POV

74
Percentage of SOCRadar customers 
that have become aware of unknown 

data exposure during POV

Start your free trial now! 
For more information on setting up a free POV with SOCRadar, 
contact the SOCRadar Sales Team today.

UNKNOWN SOCRadar customers take action before 
unknown threats become known losses.

4.9 OUT OF 5 STARS 
IN 7 REVIEWS 

AS OF 06/2020

SOCRadar delivers intelligent digital risk protection platform against sophisticated 
cyber attacks for organizations of any size. Its portfolio of digital assets and perimeter 
monitoring platforms hardened with targeted threat intelligence – all automated and 
supported by a global team of qualified intelligence analysts – provides unparalleled 
visibility, management, and protection of digital risks. Prioritized, up-to-date, and 
relevant cyber threat insights empower customers to take action starting from the 
reconnaissance stage of the cyberattack life cycle.
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